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INTRODUCTION
Complex systems are generally composed of many interdependent subsystems that usually have been designed independently from each other but that are linked together to fulfill an overall goal (Jamshidi, 2008) . For example, in car manufacturing, a subsystem can be used to construct wheels, another to construct the engine and another one to gather the previous elements to produce a car. Generally, all of these systems are plunged into a dynamic and opened environment. For example, a subsystem to construct frames could join the existing system of systems. In a general way, subsystems and the "global" system have to dynamically adapt the entire architecture to propose the best solution.
To face this complexity, current research on SoS focuses on a large variety of problems to develop new methods of engineering or architecting. SoS architecting research focuses on how, in an efficient manner, a SoS can have a dynamic, network-centric and collaborative architecture (Jamshidi, 2008) . This paper presents first a new model formalizing SoS, and secondly an adaptive multi-agent approach for implementing SoS, which is based on cooperation between component systems.
Section 1 contains a general introduction to SoS and SoS architecting. Section 2 offers an overview of architecting methodologies based on ABM and collaboration. Section 3 describes SApHESIA model (Sos Architecting HEuristic SImulAtor) , the model we propose to implement. The cooperative decision algorithm of each component system that enables dynamic and cooperative architecting is described in Section 4. Section 5 contains an instantiation of SApHESIA model and cooperative architecting on a simulated case study as well as a comparison with another approach called "satisficing game". We conclude and plan some future works in section 6.
SoS Characteristics and Architecting
Maier in (Maier, 1998) gives two main characteristics that distinguish a SoS from a traditional complex system: "A system-of-systems is an assemblage of components which individually may be regarded as systems, and which possesses two additional properties:
(1) managerial independence of the components and (2) operational independence of the components.". According to (Henshaw et al., 2013 ), a SoS is "an integration of a finite number of constituent systems which are independent and operable, and which are networked together for a period of time to achieve a certain higher goal".
More recently, these widely accepted characteristics have been extended by Firesmith in (Firesmith, 2010) : "a SoS is a particular kind of system where each constituent tends to be: (1) managerial independent, (2) operationally independent, (3) physically distributed, (4) heterogeneous and (5) reusable".
Concerning architecting, SoSs tend to have distributed control and component systems tend to choose by themselves to participate or not in a SoS (i.e. they decide to consume resources to achieve the goal of the SoS). In other words, SoS architecting tends to be dynamic and focuses on interactions between component systems. According to TransAtlantic Research and Education Agenda in Systems Of Systems (T-AREA-SOS) (Henshaw et al., 2013) , SoS architecture is one of the main problems for developing SoS. This assertion comes from the classical system architecting that is really far from SoS architecting.
In SoS, the emphasis on SoS concerns interface architecting to foster collaborative functions among independent systems and the concentration is on choosing the right collection of systems satisfying the requirements. So it can be noticed that contrary to classical systems, SoS architecting focuses on collaboration between component systems to get the right organization. Thanks to these characteristics, ABM&S have been used to study SoS and proposed new ways to architecture them. Literature presents works on how collaboration between components may lead to SoS architecting solutions.
RELATED WORK
Collaborative Architecting. A collaborative formation methodology for SoS is defined in (Caffall and Michael, 2009) . To model collaboration between component systems, this methodology uses a global social utility function for the SoS. Based on satisficing game theory (Stirling and Frost, 2005) , this function enables to calculate the best options for the SoS from component system preferences and interdependencies between them. To calculate its preferences, each component system has two 'personas' or 'roles': one based on selectability (i.e. the effectiveness of an action) and the other one based on rejectability (inefficiency of an action). An interdependence function is computed from a praxeic network describing interdependencies between systems. In this network, each node represents how the systems personas will influence others systems personas. User of this methodology defines this praxeic network. This approach is limited by the complexity of the praxeic network construction. Indeed, designers have to define all interdependencies between component systems which are statics, problem dependents and difficult to define in case of numerous systems (Stirling and Frost, 2005) .
Agent-based Wave Model. The methodology based on an agent-based wave model developed in (Agarwal et al., 2014 ) couples a genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic and negotiation between SoS and component systems to propose new architecture of SoS during time. In this model, a variable represents the propensity for an agent to collaborate with the SoS and other component systems. Then, the SoS agent (representing the SoS) is used to negotiate the collaboration between SoS and component systems. For the genetic algorithm part, a chromosome is used as a representation of the current SoS architecture. Then, a fitness function defined by a fuzzy assessor is able to propose and to rate new chromosomes (so new SoS architectures). Several limitations come from the methodologies used. First, the use of genetic algorithm leads to the construction of a fitness function that is problem-dependent and needs to be designed. Moreover, if the use of fuzzy assessor leads to the definition of the fitness function, and if this latter is not relevant, then the proposed architecture is also irrelevant. Finally, the use of a SoS agent to centralize the collaboration is a limitation too. Indeed, the use of a SoS agent is incompatible with the simulation of virtual and collaborative SoS.
SApHESIA MODEL
To compensate these limitations (the construction of a fitness function, the design of a praxeic network or the need of a SoS agent to negotiate collaboration), our aim is to propose a new architecting approach based on cooperation (section 4). Before that, we first propose a new SoS model enabling to model more expressive problems than existing SoS models ((Acheson et al., 2012) and (Baldwin and Sauser, 2009) ). Indeed, these models do not enable to take into account the concept of environment of a SoS. Furthermore, they do not consider time and do not enable modeling of interdependence between actions of component systems. Thus, this new model will enable to compute existing architecture approaches as well as the one we propose: (1) compare them in the same manner and (2) study interdependence of actions and time problematics (it will be treated in future work). For instance, we introduce the concept of resource which enables to model the UAV application presented in section 5 or any kind of SoS example where resources are needed. More generally, resource is a concept that enables to model interdependence between component systems. In a few words, if a component system may produce a resource that is needed by another component system, an interesting problematic of interdependence between these two component systems can be studied. In this section, we describe the SApH-ESIA model used to represent a SoS, its components and its environment. The SApHESIA is made of three models: the component system model, the SoS model and the environment model, which is the frame in which the SoS evolves. Let us hereafter clarify these three models.
Component System Model
A component system is the smallest part of a SoS (it represents the second S of SoS). Formally, a component system S i is defined as S i = {F, R, G, L} where:
• F = {F 1 , ..., F m } is a set of functionalities;
• R = {R 1 , ..., R n } is a set of resources;
• G = {G 1 , ..., G p } is a set of goals;
• L = {L 1 , ..., L q } is a set of links with others component systems.
A resource R i is a structure R i = {type : String, quantity : Float} which represents passive elements in the SoS (i.e. which has no effector on the environment or on the SoS itself). For example, if a component system is a car manufacturer, a resource can be R = {car engine, 76}, meaning that this manufacturer owns 76 car engines.
A functionality is an effector on the environment or on the SoS itself. It enables to give operational independence to the component system. The functionality can affect: the resources, the state and/or the links of a component system. A functionality F is defined as a triplet : F : { f ,t, p} where f is the function of F defined as: f : Conditions → E f f ects; t is the execution time of F and p ∈ [0, 1] is the performance of F (it represents the probability of F to succeed).
For f to be executed, Conditions must be fulfilled and after its execution, E f f ects are applied on the SoS and/or the environment. Conditions and E f f ects can concern (i) a certain quantity of resources; (ii) the existence of a link between two component systems and (iii) the existence of a component system.
For example, if a component system is a car manufacturer, a functionality F may be defined as F : {{wheel, 4}, {car engine, 1}, { f rame, 1}} → {{car, 1}, 50, 0.99}. Thus, F models an effector of a car manufacturer on itself. It represents its ability to produce one car if it owns four wheels, one car engine and one frame. The duration of the process is 50 days and the probability to succeed is 99 %. A goal is a special state that a component system tries to reach. It enables to give the managerial independence to this component system and may represent the fact 'to own a certain quantity of a resource' or 'to be linked to another component system'. Thus, a goal can be defined in two distinct ways. The first one G R = {type : String, value : Float, kind : {=, =}, p : Integer} expresses that a component system tries to equal or unequal (with kind enumerable variable) a certain resource type to the value value with a priority p. The second one G L = {S j } expresses that a component system tries to add a link with another component system S j . A goal can also express the deletion of a link:
In the car manufacturer example, the production of 90 cars with a priority equals to 5 is defined with the following goal: G R = {car, 90, =, 5}.
A link is an oriented association between two component systems enabling to represent the acquaintance of a component system with another one. In the following example, it enables the component system S 1 to share and to exchange resources with S 2 : L = {S 1 → S 2 }. The links of a component system can evolve during time as a functionality can create/destruct links between component systems as indicated in the functionality paragraph.
SoS Model
A SoS is defined as SoS = {S , G} where S is a set of component systems and G is a set of goals of the component systems of S. G represents the high-level goals of the SoS : SoS = {{S 1 , S 2 , S 3 }, {G R }}. G can be a (sub-)set of the goals of the component systems of the SoS.
Environment Model
The environment of a SoS is the frame in which the SoS evolves. It represents rules (physical, economic, social...) and the other entities that do not belong to the SoS; in others words, it is all but the SoS and also the main entity the SoS interacts with. The environment contains mainly rules and entities.
Formally, an environment is defined as E = {E, Rules} where E is a set of entities and Rules is a set of rules.
Entity Model
An entity is an active independent object that is a part of the environment. It is able to affect the environment or the SoS itself. It owns functionalities, resources and goals. E i = {F, R, G, L} where:
• L = {L 1 , ..., L q } is a set of links with other entities or component systems of the SoS.
It is important to notice that an entity can be linked to a component system or to another entity. In the example of a car manufacturer and its suppliers as a SoS, an entity could be a car manufacturer concurrent. This concurrent can be linked to the same engine or car supplier (link between entity and other component system) or to others entities representing other suppliers outside the SoS (link between entities).
Rule Model
A rule represents the frame in which the SoS evolves. It is composed of conditions and effects. It permits to model how the environment reacts when it interacts with the SoS: rule = {Conditions → E f f ects} As for functionality, a rule needs conditions to be fulfilled to apply effects. The main difference between a functionality and a rule is that a rule can affect all the entities in the environment or all component systems in the SoS. A rule acts as a functionality that is able to apply on the entire world. For example, if the designer wants to model gravity, a rule is a good way to do it. Considering a car manufacturer and its suppliers as a SoS, the following rule could be defined:
It models a simple tax on its car selling. income tax is applied on S 1 (which is the car manufacturer) on its resource 'Rev' (revenue). When its resource 'Rev' is higher than 1000 then 10 % of the resource 'Rev' is subtracted.
With all these elements, SApHESIA model is generic and expressive enough to model a large variety of problems (economical, transport,...). Each component system has a synchronized view of the world in the SoS and it may join or leave the SoS as desired. Moreover, it is easily computable and its genericity enables to focus on generic architecting problems such as dynamic evolution of interactions between component systems and emergence. Let us note that the presence of the model of the environment enables to take into account the possible dynamicity of the environment. For example, the creation of concurrent as entities in the car manufacturer example enable to study the impact of an hostile dynamic environment.
COOPERATIVE SOS ARCHITECTURE APPROACH
To provide a new decentralized and generic SoS architecting methodology, we propose a decentralized decision algorithm that uses cooperation as a social behavior between agents (Capera et al., 2003) . It is based on the AMAS (Adaptive Multi-Agent System) approach. This approach enables to develop complex systems where the global function is not implemented in the parts of the system. More precisely, the AMAS approach focuses on the design of multi-agent system that uses self-organization to make the global function emerge, and to make the agents adapt themselves to the environment changes. In other words, the behaviors of each agent will lead to change the organization (or architecture) of the multi-agent system and to the emergence of the overall function of the system. To this emergence drive in an efficient way, agents use the concept of cooperation between them and their environment. The cooperation of an agent is the social attitude that make agent do help other agents (itself included) to fulfill its goals. Thus an agent must choose the action that is the most helpful for the other and for it. The best cooperative action is chosen according to the current difficulty of agents through a metric called the criticality explained in the next section.
The Criticality: Metric of Cooperation
We present a generic multi-agent evaluation metric in order to know the criticality an agent is faced to. This metric represents the distance between the current state of an agent and the final state it tries to reach. Basically, each agent tries to minimize its criticality and the criticality of its neighbors. We use this metric in SApHESIA to propose a cooperative decision algorithm for architecting SoS, each component system being agentified. We propose to adapt this metric using resources and goals as the current state of a component system can be represented by its resources and the state it tries to reach by its goals. To be able to compare its own criticality with the criticality of other component systems, each of them calculates its criticality with the same following function C S i :
is the criticality of the goal G j at time t. Criticality is calculated with a sigmoid function and is always between 0 and 1. Then, even if agents have different priority scales on goals, each agent has the same importance in term of criticality. There is no risk that an agent becomes always more critical than other because of bad priorities on goals.
Cooperative Component System Algorithm
The algorithm presented hereafter is based on criticality comparison between agents. Here, an agent should be seen as an autonomous entity able to perceive, to decide and to act on the environment it evolves in and consequently on others agents. Basically, each agent compares its criticality with its neighborhood for each of its available actions. Then, it chooses the action that leads to the minimum of the maximum of the criticality of its neighborhood. To do that, an agent A 1 computes its own expected criticality as well as the expected criticality of its neighborhood until a final time t f (corresponding to the time it cannot use its action anymore, by a lack of resource for example). Then, A 1 computes a set of actions called comparable actions (noted F 10% in algorithm 1) in order to find an action (if this one exists) that leads to similar result in a quicker time and that minimize the criticality maximum. This behavior leads to minimize the maximum of neighborhood criticality. Indeed, each agent tends to "help" its neighborhood by choosing the action that, in the worst case, causes the minimum raise of criticality. More details are given in algorithms 1 and 2. In this version, agent has been replaced by component system and action by functionality. In this way, the reader can see the application of this algorithm to SoS. Let's take S = {S 1 , ..., S n } | n ∈ N} where ∀i ∈ n, S i = {F i , R i , G i , L i } and ∀i ∈ n, C S i (t) is the criticality of S i at time t For more simplicity, the function E f f ect is not described here. But basically, this function returns a delta representing how the application of f will influence S j . It results that each component system tends
minimize the max of criticality*;
to decrease the maximum of criticality of its neighborhood. It is important to notice that the information quantity exchanged between component systems is low because they only need the criticalities and expected criticalities of their neighborhood to take their decision. (Stirling and Frost, 2005) present an application where the UAVs attempt to avoid hazard, reach target and avoid losing communication from each other.
APPLICATION: UAVs

Problem Description
The six following points summarize the problem: (i) The field of action consists of a grid divided into cells such that each target and each hazard is contained in one and only one cell. No cell may contain both a target and a hazard; (ii) The vehicles move at constant forward velocity but variable lateral velocity in a three-abreast formation. The forward velocity is cell per time unit. The lateral velocity is drawn from the set cells per time unit, where negative signifies a move ahead and to the left, zero a move straight ahead, and positive a move ahead and to the right. Each cell may be occupied by, at most, one vehicle; (iii) Each vehicle is able to detect all targets and hazards within a static distance of cells in the forward direction from their current cells, with unlimited lateral detection; (iv) If a vehicle enters a cell that contains a target, the group scores one point; (v) If a vehicle enters a cell that contains a hazard, the group loses one point; (vi) The goal of this problem is to cross the action field by avoiding hazards and crossing targets. This example is chosen for two main reasons. First, UAV fleet can be considered as a SoS because component systems (here the UAVs) have the characteristics given in section 1.1: each UAV is managerially and operationally independent, and physically distributed. Even if UAVs are homogeneous, we decided to model this example to compare our results with the ones presented in (Stirling and Frost, 2005) . This paper presents satisficing game that is the basis of the SoS collaboration formation heuristic presented in (Caffall and Michael, 2009) . Finally, our model is more adequate than existing SoS models presented in (Acheson et al., 2012) and (Baldwin and Sauser, 2009 ) because we have added the concept of resource (section 3.1) which is essential to model UAV position. Furthermore, the concept of environment has been added to model more interesting models.
UAVs SApHESIA Model
We propose to model and simulate this problem with SApHESIA as well as to solve it with the AMAS approach.
SoS and component system models
Each UAV is a component system containing the following resources:
• X, Y representing its position; Each UAV contains the following functionality:
• F X − {UAV.X = X + 1} → {{X, −1}, {Y, 1}};
These functionalities represent respectively a movement to the right, to the left and straight forward. As we can see in the conditions of F X + and F X − , the UAVs cannot collide with each other. Each UAV contains the following goals, representing respectively the fact that an UAV tries to avoid hazard, to reach targets and empty cells.
Each UAV has two links with the others and is able to communicate with them.
The SoS is composed of the three UAVs: SoS = {UAV 1 ,UAV 2 ,UAV 3 }.
Environment Model
In this simulation, there are three kinds of entities: Hazard, Target and Empty cells. These entities are passive (i.e. they do not have functionalities) and static. They only contain their positions represented by resources. Environment rules enable to update UAVs resources such as ClosestTarget (named CT) and ClosestHazard (named CH). We define the three following rules in the environment: Rule1: Detect the Closest Target, Rule2: Detect the Closest Hazard, Rule3: Detect the Closest Empty Cell. Hereafter, we detail the Rule 1. First part of Rule 1 represents the Conditions (before the →) and the second part the E f f ects (after the →). Rules 2 and 3 have similar structures.
Rule 1: Detect the Closest Target
Results and Discussion
To compare effectiveness of our cooperative approach with (Stirling and Frost, 2005) , 100 simulations for 3 UAVs in different environments have been done. To show the scalability of it, 3 other simulations are presented with respectively 3, 10 and 20 UAVs. Other simulations with 5, 8 and 15 UAVs have been made but are not presented in Table 2 because of a lack of space.
For all simulations, each environment is created with a probability of 0.1 for a target and 0.7 for a hazard to appear. Table 1 shows the mean score of 100 simulations for each approach (cooperative and satisficing) compared to the optimal. The optimal has been calculated by searching the maximal score that the 3 UAVs can reach for each simulation. The following parameters have been set for 3-UAVs simulations: FieldO fView = 3, UAV 1 .X = −1, UAV 2 .X = 0 and UAV 3 .X = 2. Figure 1 shows initial position of UAVs for 8-UAVs simulation. To show the scalability of our approach, we present in table 2 the time duration of 3, 10 and 20 UAVs simulations. Obtained results show that even if cooperative approach is competitive, satisficing algorithm seems to be slightly closest to the optimal for 3 UAVs (Table 1) . This difference seems to come from that our approach is less effective to prevent long-term difficulties. Nevertheless, additional simulations with 3, 10 and 20 UAVs show the main advantages of our approach (Table 2). Indeed, cooperation is a local heuristic approach more simple to implement than satisficing for the four following reasons: (i) to construct praxeic network, designers need to know all the interdependencies between all component systems before simulating this kind of application and it may be very difficult to represent them; (ii) Computation of satisficing global function is resolved with pearl belief propagation that does not allowed cycles in praxeic graph (Stirling and Frost, 2005 ) (i.e. retro action loop); (iii) the cooperative approach is generic and does not need global function to calculate satisficing solutions, so does not need to define a praxeic network; (iv) the cooperation does not require global knowledge on the problem, so the failure of a component system does not imply recalculation of the solution. Figure 1 shows that the construction of praxeic network for 8 (and also for 10, 15 and 20) is complex because UAV interdependencies is hard to no- tice. Furthermore if praxeic network is successfully constructed, this one will have cycles. For example, UAV in (-1,1) has influences on (0,0) that has influences on (1,1) that has influences on (-1,1). These cycles forbid to use pearl belief propagation in order to solve the Bayesian network associated with praxeic network. Moreover, times duration of 8, 10, 15 and 20 UAVs simulations (table 2) show that our methodology is scalable. Indeed, time duration seems to evolve in O(log(n)) with n the number of UAVs. Finally, in satisficing approach, adding a new UAV will lead to reconstruct the praxeic network so the global function. At the opposite, our approach enables to easily add or remove component systems during running time because there is no need of praxeic graph update.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new model to design SoS as well as a new approach for SoS architecting based on component system cooperation. We instantiated, evaluated our approach to a UAV flight scenario and compared it to satisficing games used in another collaborative approach for SoS architecting. Results of the simulations show that our approach has competitive results comparing to the satisficing one. Moreover, our approach goes through several limitations such as the definition and the computation of a global function during the design phase. Finally, last simulations with more UAVs show that our approach is easily scalable and enables interdependencies cycles that are really strong advantages for SoS architecting evolution. Nevertheless, it seems that our cooperative algorithm may be improved concerning prediction of long-term difficulty through criticality. That is why future work will investigate on this improvement.
